
Once upon a broken heartOnce upon a broken heart

by Stephanie Garber
Desperate to stop the love of her life from marrying another, Evangeline
Fox strikes a deal with the wicked Prince of Hearts—a bargain that will
either end in the greatest happily ever after, or the most exquisite
tragedy.

A court of thorns and rosesA court of thorns and roses

by Sarah J. Maas
Dragged off to a treacherous magical land as retribution for killing a wolf,
huntress Feyre learns that her captor, Tamlin, is one of the lethal,
immortal faeries who once ruled her world

VVictories Greater Than Deathictories Greater Than Death

by Charlie Jane Anders
Tina never worries about being 'ordinary'--she doesn't have to, since
she's known practically forever that she's not just Tina Mains, average
teenager and beloved daughter. She's also the keeper of an
interplanetary rescue beacon, and one day soon, it's going to activate,
and then her dreams of saving all the worlds and adventuring among the
stars will finally be possible.

Rule of WolRule of Wolvesves

by Leigh Bardugo
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Chain of ironChain of iron

by Cassandra Clare
A high-suspense, romantic sequel to Chain of Gold finds Cordelia
struggling with the realities of her engagement before teaming up with
the Merry Thieves to stop a knife-wielding killer who is targeting
Shadowhunters throughout London. 1,000,000 first printing.
Simultaneous eBook. Illustrations.

LoreLore

by Alexandra Bracken
Book Annotation

Any way the wind blowsAny way the wind blows

by Rainbow Rowell
This finale of the highly popular Simon Snow trilogy follows Simon and
his friends as they are taken back to England where they are forced to
make difficult decisions about how to move forward.

How the king of Elfhame learned to hateHow the king of Elfhame learned to hate

storiesstories

by Holly Black
Cardan Greenbriar, High King of Elfhame, visits the mortal world to face
the troll woman, Aslog of the West.

Six Crimson CranesSix Crimson Cranes

by Elizabeth Lim
After unleashing forbidden magic, being banished by her stepmother
and unable to speak or her brothers will die, Shiori’anma must find a
way to save them with the help of a paper bird, a mercurial dragon and
the very boy she fought so hard not to marry.

Realm breakerRealm breaker

by Victoria Aveyard
"A strange darkness grows in Allward. Even Corayne an-Amarat can feel
it, tucked away in her small town at the edge of the sea. She soon
discovers the truth. She is the last of an ancient lineage--and the last
hope to save the world from destruction. Butshe won't be alone. Even
as darkness falls, she is joined by a band of unlikely companions: a
squire, forced to choose between home and honor, an immortal,
avenging a broken promise, an assassin, exiled and bloodthirsty, an

ancient sorceress, whose riddles hide an eerie foresight, a forger with a secret past, a
bounty hunter with a score to settle. Together they stand against a vicious opponent,
invincible and determined to burn all kingdoms to ash, and an army unlike anything the
realm has ever witnessed"

Lost in the Never WoodsLost in the Never Woods

by Aiden Thomas
Forced to confront a past she cannot remember involving the
disappearance of her two brothers five years earlier, Wendy encounters
a boy who begs for her help when other children start to go missing.

Blood like magicBlood like magic

by Liselle Sambury
To complete her Calling—a trial every witch must pass in order to come
into their powers—and save her family’s magic, Voya Thomas must kill
her first love, which is no easy task since she’ll have to find the perfect
guy—and fast. 40,000 first printing. Simultaneous eBook.

CinderCinder

by Marissa Meyer
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar
people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with
handsome Prince Kai and must uncover secrets about her past in order
to protect the world in this futuristic take onthe Cinderella story
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